VISION: IMPACT
NCIDQ Certification is the global standard demonstrating interior design competency.

MISSION: WHAT WE DO
CIDQ is the leader in measuring the competency of interior design practitioners to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
Qualities and Benefits of CIDQ Board Service

GREAT VISION WITHOUT GREAT PEOPLE IS IRRELEVANT

– JIM COLLINS
CIDQ is seeking:

• Knowledgeable
• Experienced
• Talented
• Passionate, and
• Diverse

Leaders for its Board of Directors
The CIDQ Board of Directors is the leadership body that sets CIDQ’s strategic direction

With legal accountability and fiduciary responsibility for CIDQ, the board’s purpose is to:

• Establish the goals for the organization
• Ensure that it has the necessary human and financial resources to achieve them
CIDQ seeks leaders to set strategic direction who possess:

• Diverse perspectives

• Collaboration skills

• Emotional intelligence

• Strong sense of responsibility and accountability

• Dedication to the interior design profession
Time Commitment (general):

- Dedication of approximately 5-10 hours a month to the work of CIDQ and the NCIDQ Exam – more for months when face-to-face board meetings are scheduled
  
  *President Elect position will include more time per month

- Four (4) in-person meetings per year

- Eight (8) monthly video meetings (1 hour)
Benefits of Board Service:

• Establish and grow your network
• Be an advocate for the interior design profession
• Learn how other businesses operate by gaining inside exposure
• Leverage your experience
• Achieve a sense of accomplishment
• Develop your own leadership skills by learning from others
• Gain credibility and reputation
Do you recognize the significance of the NCIDQ Exam as a foundational indicator of proficiency in interior design?

Are you committed to ensuring the profession’s role in protecting the public’s health, safety, and welfare?

Are you willing to fulfill Board governance and fiduciary responsibilities?

Do you value service above self?
If you are devoted to the mission of CIDQ and are ready to take the next step to advance the leadership of our organization, CIDQ would like to hear from you.

Contact Kayla Karp, CIDQ’s Governance, Engagement, and Meetings Manager at kkarpp@cidq.org.